The project aims to analyse and discuss the current scheduling practices of four Nordic public service television broadcasters. It follows the construction of schedules from the first initiation through the various stages of development to the implemented output. Attention is paid particularly to the discourses of scheduling that are in play, to the legitimisation strategies and power relations of various professions and parts of the broadcaster organisations.

The project covers a total of 8 channels: DR and DR2 in Denmark, NRK1 and NRK2 in Norway, YLE TV1 and TV2 in Finland, and SVT1 and SVT2 in Sweden. The production of the schedule is investigated partly through interviews and partly on the basis of document material from the broadcasters. This material includes information about the shape and specifications of the schedule, from early drafts to the detailed computerised systems that integrate scheduling, programming and resources allocation. Also, the actual audiovisual output is analysed qualitatively, focussing on the schedule’s main outlines and on the way that continuity segments produce images of channel identity. The project emphasises a comparative approach to the different broadcasters’ scheduling. It pays particular attention to the way that all four Nordic broadcasters currently operate coordinated two-channel systems. The project is financed by the Nordic Council of Social-Scientific Research (NOS-S). It started up in August 1999, and lasts until the end of 2000.

Nordic Public Service Broadcasting in Transition

In the Eighties and Nineties Nordic public service broadcasting has undergone fundamental changes. It has followed the international trend of deregulation and increasing competition. These developments have been the subject of investigation by Nordic researchers, and many of the central processes of change are well documented (Syvertsen 1997, Søndergaard 1994, Hellman 1998). However, in many ways the wider impact of these changes remains to be assessed. It is often characterised as amounting to commercialisation, in a process where the ideals of public service are displaced by a market-oriented race for high ratings and attractive segments. But the changes can also be seen as signs of an increasing awareness of viewer’s needs and interests.

This could be interpreted to mean that broadcasters orient themselves away from an earlier “paternalism” toward a more democratic attitude. Seen in this more positive light the recent modernization of public service broadcasting may be on the path to realizing the ideal of serving the public.

In the last instance these are issues for the public to debate. However researchers may aid the debate by continuing to probe into the processes and discourses that shape the broadcasters’ output. Traditionally researchers’ investigations have been concentrated on the media-political level, supported by output statistics. The relations between broadcasters, regulators and politicians have been at the center of interest. However in recent Nordic public service research of the Nineties a greater emphasis has been put on processes of scheduling and programming. This has happened largely as a
In the American research literature, “scheduling” traditionally names the process of producing a framework of time-structured “slots” to be filled with programmes. The process of scheduling is closely connected to the processes of “programming”, of selecting programmes, producing them and finding an outlet for them. (Blum & Lindheim 1987, Eastman et al 1989) The schedule provides a broadcaster with a means of presenting its programmes in accordance with the broadcaster’s overall goals of programme policy. Research on scheduling has concentrated on the main outlines of schedules, such as the demarcations of prime time and the degree of slot uniformity. But in principle the process of scheduling may also characterise the more detailed filling-in of the channel’s continuity segments in-between programs. The analysis of scheduling involves seeing scheduling practices in their organizational, economic, cultural and ideological context. In Nordic and British research schedule analysis has been used to highlight the connection between practices of scheduling, structures of the television output itself and practices of audience use (i.e. Paterson 1990, Søndergaard 1994, 1997).

In the Nordic tradition of public service television monopolies, scheduling strategies were nowhere near as developed and prominent as was the case with commercial broadcasters. Scheduling came into prominence as monopoly was replaced by competition. During the Eighties and early Nineties scheduling was transformed from a relatively marginal and modestly coordinating role to becoming a high priority with the broadcasters themselves (Björkegren 1996, Hellman 1998, Syvertsen 1997, Søndergaard 1994). At the same time the organizations of the broadcasters changed from being modelled on state bureaucracies toward being modelled more after private sector organizations geared to the needs of competition. The organizations were restructured to accommodate new professionals who were engaged in scheduling, and who became closely involved in overall policies and planning.

As a result of these developments, today’s scheduling in the Nordic public service broadcasters is established as a distinct site of power over output and resource allocation. In the course of schedule construction, and following from its needs, a host of crucial decisions are made about programme policy, allocation of production and service resources, about budgeting and about the administration of personnel. The broadcasters’ executives and schedule planners now construct a schedule in great detail, linking it to contracts and budgets, and to quantified goals of audience rating. Through an intensified appeal to the viewer and through competitive programming and scheduling strategies the public service broadcasters attempt to enter into a new relation with their viewers. In this new set of priorities scheduling is not just important for the way output is structured. Increasingly it influences what programmes are made and how. During the Nineties a number of broadcasters (among them the Nordic ones) have been in the process of making scheduling still more of an independent and powerful factor, by separating the functions of production and coordination/distribution organizationally. (Mulgan & Paterson 1993) The projected digitalization of television is expected to influence distribution greatly in the years ahead. Thus the strategies of scheduling may change, but it seems to be a permanent fact that scheduling operates as a distinct and powerful factor in public service broadcasting.

Scheduling is rarely given much attention from politicians, the state or the public – at least compared to programmes and programming. However the rise of scheduling in Nordic public service broadcasting raises a number of important issues. It would seem that it has taken the broadcasters of the Eighties and Nineties toward practices that are characteristic of commercial broadcasters, both in terms of scheduling and programming. However it remains to be investigated just what kind of adaptation this has been, how far it has gone, and what other factors may come into play. The project aims to investigate these issues through an analysis of current scheduling practices. It also looks at the phases of programming where it is shaped by the needs of scheduling – and vice versa. Another key determinant of the schedule is the way that it is strategically planned to compete, complement or contrast with other channels. To account for this the project has several comparative foci. Firstly it compares the former monopoly broadcasters of the four Nordic countries. More specifically it compares
how the four broadcasters all employ a two-channel system. And it looks at how the broadcasters see their two channels in relation to the total broadcasting situation in their national contexts. In discussing its findings the project draws on the considerable international research literature on public service television. (i.e. Achille & Miège 1994, Blumler & Hoffman-Riem 1992, Raboy 1996, Tracey 1998)

Definitions and Main Research Questions

For the purposes of this project, "scheduling" includes:

- the concrete process of generating and developing the schedules themselves, from the first, informal planning stages to the later use of elaborate computer-administered scheduling systems.
- the discourses of professional knowledge and the strategies of legitimation that the scheduling process involves. This includes discourses on policy, on viewers, and on evaluation.
- the way that the scheduling process interacts with and influences processes of programming, of resource allocation and on budgeting.

The project analyses and discusses these aspects of scheduling using the following key research questions:

1. What main principles dictate the composition of the schedules? Particularly interesting is the question of how these main principles relate to established scheduling principles in commercial broadcasting. At the same time it is important to avoid foregone conclusions, and to look for other criteria that may indicate a qualitatively different approach to viewers and to scheduling than that of commercial operators.

2. How is power distributed and exercised between those in charge of coordinating channel output (typically heads and directors of planning) and those in charge of programming (typically heads of department and heads of programming)? For all Nordic broadcasters it seems clear that scheduling concerns have grown in importance over the last two decades. Still schedulers have not necessarily become independent of the process of programming and its traditionally strong influence on the scheduling process in public service broadcasters.

3. How are the processes and the main principles of scheduling reflected in the schedules' main outlines? As for the general characteristics of the schedules it is relevant to look at the types of "slotting" and "stripping" that predominate. Existing research also indicates that the placing and duration of prime time for purposes of competition is a central issue. (Hellman & Sauri 1996, Syvertsen 1997) Also the division of labour and the principles of complementarity between the schedules in two-channel broadcasters is a key topic for investigation.

4. How are the processes and main principles of scheduling reflected in the schedules at segment level? Here analysis will focus on the continuity elements of the schedule, that is, on the "pauses" between programmes. Of particular interest are the overarching thematics and the modes of address characteristic of the channel. Existing research indicates that competition has changed the schedule considerably in both areas. There are tendencies toward an appeal to the viewer that is both more intensified and more informal, and there is a constant effort to build various thematics of community, such as "the family" and "the nation" (Hjarvard 1994, Søndergaard 1997, Ytreberg & Orgeret 1997). Here, too, a comparison between the two channels will be important in building a total picture of the broadcaster’s output.

Theoretical Perspectives

An analysis of scheduling in public service broadcasting as outlined above presents certain challenges of theory that the project will discuss:

Public Service Broadcasting as Cultural Industry

As mentioned earlier, existing research approaches to public service have taken media-political and normative-theoretical approaches that need to be complemented. (i.e. Garnham 1986, Mortensen 1978, Murdock 1990, Syvertsen 1992) The broadcasters’ adoption of modes of organisation that are characteristic of commercial operators make it clear that researchers are dealing not just with instruments of media politics, but with forms of cultural industry (Lowe & Malm 1997, Ytreberg 1998). Following on from this, the principles of public service may be seen not just as a product of discourses in
Television schedules are in many ways the arch-example of such an accumulated text “mass”. Accordingly the research on television schedules may serve as a point of departure for general discussions of the concept of the text in media research. It highlights the need for research approaches that find workable alternatives to the traditional, elite-cultural concept of the text-as-single-program. There is a clear need for further development of textual concepts that characterise the overall structures of schedules, without resorting to conceptualisations that are too general to be analytically effective. In international research literature there exists a basic discussion of this, chiefly in Williams (1975) and Ellis (1988). However, there have been few initiatives to develop its insights further (exceptions are Morse 1985, Newcomb 1988). The project’s discussion will build on existing Nordic approaches to the analysis of modes of address and thematics in television continuity segments.

Methodologies and Empirical Data

Interdisciplinarity

As outlined above, the project takes an interdisciplinarity approach to the analysis of media institutions, combining sociological perspectives on organisation and culture with qualitative analyses of schedules. These analyses of schedules constitute an example of interdisciplinarity in itself. It combines an analysis of textual features with an analysis of the pragmatic aspects of scheduling, the intentions and strategies that actors in the scheduling process employ to shape it. In this respect it builds on a combination of methodologies that have already been tried and tested in Nordic analyses of public service television institutions (Hellman 1999, Syvertsen 1997, Søndergaard 1994, Ytreberg 1998). It seeks to develop the approach partly by investigating the scheduling process considerably closer than has been done up till now. And it seeks to integrate further the analysis of organisational processes, discourses, documents, and texts.

The process of planning and developing the schedules will be investigated partly through qualitative interviews and partly through analysis of documents from the broadcasters. 10 to 15 semi-structured interviews will be conducted per broadcaster. Interviewees will be sampled from broadcaster and channel management, heads of planning and programming, from various levels of schedule implementation, as well as from the research and in-

The Schedule as Text

In media research there has been a tendency for social-scientific content analysis and humanistic textual analysis to converge. As a result some researchers employ a qualitative approach that combines attention to textual nuances and macro-structures with a social-scientific interest in the texts’ (institutional) context (Several discussions of this convergence come from the Nordic research community, i.e. Ekecrantz 1998, Jensen 1991). This process has been driven in part by the need to handle texts that come continuously and in copious quantity, with no established canon to single out certain texts for close investigation.
formation departments. Of course all document material related directly to the scheduling process is vital: the schedules themselves in different versions and states of elaboration, budgets, contracts, memoranda and protocols of meetings. Important too are internal plans and memoranda on scheduling and programming both on broadcasting and channel levels. The gathering of interview and document material focuses on scheduling processes that went on in the broadcasters throughout 1998, and that concerned schedules for the year 1999.

Analysing Schedules
Analyses of the textual features will build both on what is commonly called "document material" and "texts" in the shape of video material. In current media research there remains a considerable methodological divide between the two, although media researchers analyse both documents and texts qualitatively, with a basis in hermeneutics and social semiotics. The schedules of modern television exemplify how closely related documents and texts can be; there is virtually a seamless process from initial schedule outlines to the extremely detailed schedules that are used as a "blueprint" for the actual output. There is of course a significant transfer of media when these computer-based schedules are implemented as broadcast audio-visual texts. However both may be used to analyse the schedule’s main outlines and the segments in-depth. All stages, from the early schedule sketches to the implemented schedule output, will be treated as containing relevant information both on overall outlines and textual detail.

The project, then, will draw on existing analyses of general schedule outlines, and hence concentrate on strategies such as stripping, slotting and prime time placement (Blum & Lindheim 1987, Eastman et al 1989, Hargrave 1995, Søndergaard 1994, Syvertsen 1997). Early versions of the schedules are likely to provide more information on this than on modes of address and thematics of community. These aspects are likely to come more to the fore as the schedule is developed, in its later and elaborate stages. In the analysis of implemented schedules thematics and modes of address will come still more to the fore, as the audio-visual material is likely to provide the greatest wealth of information on schedule design.

The videotaped material will also be used to complement the analyses of general schedule outlines. However the selection of videotaped material will be made primarily with the in-depth analysis of continuity in mind. This means it will be to small to be representative of the broadcasters’ universes of output. The videotaped material will consist of five days’ broadcasting (the weekend and 3 weekdays) from the project’s 8 channels in November 1999. It will be restricted to the time period leading in to prime time, prime time itself, and the late evening period. General descriptions and analyses of the broadcasters’ schedules for the year 1999 will be based on the document material, and on its degree of generalizability. Also the project will draw on existing quantitative research on the Nordic broadcasters’ output. (Hellman & Sauri 1996, Hultén 1996, Nielsen & Svendsen 1996)

The Comparative Aspect
There are several reasons why a comparative approach to the analysis of public service broadcasting makes sense in the Nordic context. The Nordic countries provide a set of broadcasters that have similar backgrounds, sharing a history as dominant monopoly broadcasters with mandates to enlighten, reform and unite the national public. They also share a history of Anglo-American influence, particularly from the BBC. Partly as a consequence of these common denominators, Nordic research on public service broadcasting has developed a degree of common direction and a set of shared competences (as documented in the anthologies of Bono & Bondebjerg 1994, Hultén et al 1996). At the same time the broadcasters are sufficiently different to provide analytically productive contrasts. They include both licence-based broadcasters and various combinations of licence and advertising funding. There is a wide spectrum of traditions and practices in coordinating channels, reflecting different histories of channel institutionalization. On the one hand Sweden and Finland have long histories of two channels that have been partly complementary and partly competing. On the other the cases of Denmark and Norway show major channel that has recently spawned a small channel that supplements and contrasts with alternative and minority programming.

The project is closely coordinated between its four cases and researchers. The same main research questions, theoretical framework and methodological approach is applied by all researchers. Also the gathering of empirical material and the initial treatment of the empirical material is done in concert, although here the individual researchers have some leeway in adapting to the needs of their national contexts. The analyses and the reporting of findings
will done in various degrees of collaboration, with a general emphasis on inter-country comparison. Plans for publication include reports on each broadcaster, an English-language book-length publication, and an English-language article.

The project’s researchers welcome contact and exchange with Nordic and international researchers who work on scheduling, and/or who are engaged in similar research projects.
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Public Service Internet (PSI for short) is a new generation of projects, generally based in BBC Research & Development, that are exploring and advancing the notion of an internet where public service activity is much easier than it is today. This does not have to mean it’s harder to be a commercial operator, but that we want to prioritise public service outcomes. The BBC has an extensive history of innovation and active involvement in the public sphere, even beyond broadcast and content production, and this work continues in BBC R&D. We aim to conceive an internet that works in the public interest and better serves civic society in the UK and around the world. In Switzerland public television and public radio have a significant (around 60% for radio and between 30% and 38% for TV) share of the market. This disadvantages the country’s commercial broadcasters which also face heavy competition from commercial and public broadcasters in neighbouring Germany, Italy and France. In order to make up for these disadvantages, a small (4%) share of the revenue raised by national broadcast licence fees is used to subsidise commercial Swiss broadcasting companies. Political pressure has increased recently, following the launch of an increasingly popular initiative (No Billag Initiative) which lobbys to abolish licence fees.

United Kingdom: licence fee freeze and major cuts. Our research focuses on clinical informatics in the areas Patient Centred Information Systems, Decision support and Decision making. On this page you will find a description of current and ongoing research projects. Ongoing research and projects at Health Informatics Centre (HIC). Our research focuses on clinical informatics in the areas Patient Centred Information Systems, Decision support and Decision making. On this page you will find a description of current and ongoing research projects. EHR4SA. Electronic Health Records for South Africa (EHR4SA) is a three-year research project funded by FORTE and the South African Medical Research Council (SAMRC), ending autumn 2020.